18TH ERA (1650 – 1601 BC): 18TH SIGN ARA “NO PEACE FOR WICKED SAYS GOD”

STAR PROPHECY

Hebrew Boh: “He Comes”: Angry at the wicked!

“Who is this WHO COMES from Edom ... Why is your apparel red and your garments like the one who treads the winepress? From the nations no one was with me. I have trodden them in my anger, and trampled them in my fury.” (Isa. 63).

The star sign ARA is a decan sign of the Archer “Arrow Aimed at Evil” who is the chimera horseman arch-enemy of Scorpio “Seed of Satan”.

Another decan sign of the Archer is Draco “Deceivers Cast Out of Heaven”.

Putting together the picture: ARA is the upside-down altar (unforgiving spirit), the hot flame in the heart of the Archer to destroy the world system and overturn the powers-that-be: Draco falling down from Heaven (power in this world).

Hyksos were Holy Warriors with a Short Fuse: once they found a lofty King the only punishment they knew was total destruction of his Kingdom.

And they were archers on horses!

HISTORICAL EVENTS

The Hyksos were a mixed pastoral people from Asia. They introduced the horse, the chariot, and the composite bow to Egypt. Their chief deity was the storm god Ba-al (Could they have been Mongolians? Who also worshipped a sky-god?)

1650 BC Invasion of the Hyksos

There were two kingdoms in Egypt at the time: a northern and a southern. The Hyksos invaded and conquered both. They were not completely driven out of Egypt until 1550 BC, just after Moses’ birth.

1627 BC Eruption of Thera volcano

The volcanic eruption of the island Thera was one of the largest volcanic events on Earth in recorded history. The tsunami affected settlements on Crete and around the Aegean Sea. Est. 63 km3 rock in air!

The volcanic winter was world-wide: bringing frost in June to China. It lasted years. Tree ring data in North America shows a large event: 1629-1628 BC.

Crop failures and turmoil in Egypt during which time Pharaoh struggled to maintain order.